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2. Features 

 Input Voltage: 4.5V – 36V 

 Max. Current: 600 mA for each motor 

 Can drive DC and Stepper Motors 

 The sensor two holes of 3mm diameter for easy 
mounting 



 

3. Using the board to driver motors 

The driver can driver two DC motors (Motor A & B) or 

one stepper motor. The voltage at which the required 

motors should be driven should be provided to the board 

through the connector marked Power Input in the 

Overview Section. Alternatively, the power input can also 

be supplied to the header pins marked Alternate Power 

Supply. Please do observe polarity when applying the 

input voltage. Incorrect connections may damage the 

driver permanently. The two DC motors to be driven 

should be connected to Motor A and B terminals. 

The direction and speed of each DC Motor can be 

controlled through three control pins marked En x, INP x1 

& INP x2 on the board where x is the motor to be 

controlled (A or B). To drive a motor, the Enable pin (En x) 

should be provided a logic high (5V). The direction of the 

motors is controlled by the other two Input pins. 

Providing a logic high signal to INP x1 and logic zero (0V) 

to INP x2 will drive the motor in one direction and 

providing logic high to INP x2 and logic zero to INP x1 will 

drive the motor in the opposite direction. Providing logic 

high to both the input pins will cause the motor to brake 

and providing logic zero to both the input pins will cause 

the motor to rotate freely. 

En x INP x1 INP x2 Motor Direction 

High High Low Clockwise 

High Low High Anti-clockwise 

High Low Low Free Rotation 

High High High Brake 

Low Any Any Free Rotation 
Table showing control pin status and motor direction 

 
The driver can also be used to drive stepper motors. To drive a 

stepper motor connect one coil to Motor A and the other to 

Motor B. By connecting the two Enable pins to logic high, the 

coils can be activated in a sequential manner to drive the motor. 

A microcontroller or an external circuit may be used to provide 

the required input signals to the INP pins sequentially as per the 

required driving sequence. 

 

Things to keep in mind – 

 Do not leave any enable and input pin unconnected 

(floating). Provide them with either logic high or low at 

all times 

 It is necessary to have a common ground between the 

motor power supply and power supply for the circuit 

issuing the control signals 

 Make sure your motor power supply can provide enough 

power to drive motors. 

 


